Mapping to Conserve Biodiversity
MAPPING
TO CONSERVE BIODIVERSITY
A HANDS-ON AND DIGITAL HALF-EARTH MAP DESIGN CHALLENGE

AC TI VIT Y OVERVIEW
This activity is a mapping design-challenge to engage students in the process of making
evidence-based conservation biology decisions. They will use maps to analyze multiple data
layers on the distribution of biodiversity, conserved areas, and human impacts in the US and
beyond. Students will engage in authentic group work to devise conservation solutions, communicate about their evidence and models, and evaluate the work of their peers in a manner
consistent with Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). The activity supports learning
based on student inquiry and ownership of their learning, and supports concepts and practices for AP Biology and AP Environmental Science. The data-driven online Half-Earth Map
and Map of Life are used for open-ended extensions of the activity.

Contents:

Appendix 1: NGSS correlation and planning rubric
Appendix 2: Activity Options and References
Appendix 3: Map files for printing
Appendix 4: Instructional support slides

Time:

Two 45-minute class periods
The core activity is designed to take two class periods, although an additional class period
would be useful for preparing students for the activity and for using the online maps. Student
exposure to some concepts and vocabulary related to biodiversity, ecology, and conservation prior to the activity would be beneficial. This map activity is designed to be extended or
incorporated into a longer lesson sequence, project, or NGSS Storyline. Alternative ways to
organize the activity are outlined in Appendix 2.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
General Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Engage students in authentic group work that guides them to ask questions and generate
ideas about biodiversity, maps, and land use in the context of the grand global challenge
to save the earth’s biodiversity.
Develop map thinking based on a combination of printed maps and digital maps.
Stimulate discussion and debate among students while encouraging them to turn to data
and information for resolution.
Raise student awareness of the availability of The Half-Earth Map and other resources
to use for research and presentations, especially to link local biodiversity conservation to
global efforts.
Provide a well-structured framework for teachers to use directly or modify and extend to
serve their classroom practice.
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Student Performance Standards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain biodiversity in terms of species and the landscapes they inhabit.
Use maps to show species ranges and to illustrate conservation biology decisions.
Demonstrate an understanding of how diverse kinds of information can be layered onto
a map for comparison and analysis.
Contribute to authentic group work, participate in discussions, and draw conclusions
from evidence concerning how biodiversity data is: collected, analyzed, and communicated (graphics, charts, text) to support informed decision-making.
Articulate the complexity of making conservation decisions and the need to incorporate
diverse disciplines and perspectives that inform conservation biology, including: ecology,
geography, agriculture, forestry, and urban planning.
Construct an explanation of the multiple impacts that humans have on biodiversity arising
from our need to derive essential goods and services from the environment.
Ability to use an interactive research tool that is dynamically updated to account for the
ranges and populations of organisms as well as changes in human land use.

PREPAR ATION
Make decisions about team size and number. Field-tests have shown teams of 3 to be most
effective.
Decide on how much time you want to spend on providing background before the activity, for
example on concepts such as biodiversity, conservation biology, and protected areas.
Have a look at Appendix 4 Supporting instructional slides and decide how you might use
them to support running the activity in your classroom.
Print maps for each team, including the transparency – larger maps (11 x 17) are better for
group work, but printing 8 x 10 maps are less expensive and can be successfully used. Consider laminating large size maps for re-use and use erasable markers so that grid transparencies
can be re-used. Field tests indicate that students respond better to maps printed in color rather
than monochrome.
Note: 11 x 17 transparencies are not generally available for printers or copiers, so US grid
East and US grid West files have been provided in Appendix 3 to print the US grid in two 8.5
x 11 halves that can be joined to form a complete 11 x 17 gridded transparency of the contiguous US.

MATERI AL S
Printed Maps – images in a separate file from this document as Appendix 3: map files
One set for each team:
1. United States map with 110 square kilometer grid (for printing 8.5 x 11) or United States
map grid in 2 halves: US grid E and US grid W taped together for 11 x 17 size maps
(black and white on transparency).
2. Map of US protected area (black and white on paper)
3. Map of US population density by county (color on paper, can work as B&W)
4. Map of US agricultural lands by county (color on paper, can work as B&W)
5. Map of US forested lands by county (color on paper, can work as B&W)
6. Dry erasable markers so that students can modify work in progress and for re-use of
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LE S SON SEQ U E NC E /I NSTRUC TIONS
DAY ON E
Summary: Students will be challenged to develop their thinking about biodiversity, land-use,
conserving nature, and the use of data and maps. Working in teams they will address two
mapping challenges that scaffold toward a grand challenge to place half of the contiguous US
land into conservation.
Introductory video – optional entry ticket:
(estimated time up to 10 minutes)
Show the class the short (2:47) Half-Earth Project video (scroll down on www.half-earthproject.org, or follow this youtube link, https://youtu.be/6fGJafDDCks). The video can be used
to launch the lesson, including as an entry ticket. Slides 2 and 3 from the instructional support
slides (Appendix 4)

Entry Ticket

1.What is the name of the project that the
video presented?
2. What is the main goal of the
Half-Earth Project?
3. What is the Half-Earth Project mapping?
Map-thinking warm-up activity – optional:
(estimated time 7 minutes)

This warm-up gets students moving and thinking about maps. Use the four walls of your classroom to represent the cardinal directions: North, South, East and West (Slide 4 Appendix 4).
• Tell students that the classroom represents the United States. Point to North. You could
also put cardinal directions on the walls of your classroom.
• Ask students where on the map their classroom is. Does everyone agree on how the room
can be made to represent the US?
• Ask them to think about the first place that they lived in the US and tell them to go there.
They should greet others in that part of the room to share where they are.
• Now ask them to think of their favorite place ever visited in the US. They should go there
and share with someone nearby where they are and why.
• Ask students to raise their hand if their favorite place has something to do with nature.
• List out some of the places that students name.
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The Design Challenge – Conserve Half of the US for Biodiversity – 3 sequenced map challenges
Facilitate a brief discussion of protected lands (slides 5-9 from Appendix 4). What does the term
Protected Areas or Conserved Areas bring to mind? Following discussion advance to slides 10-11
with the grid map and the protected areas map.
Instructions to students –

Mapping Challenge 1 – How much US land is currently protected?
(estimated time 10 minutes)
Map challenge 1 is to determine how much conserved land the US has now.
• Work as a team.
• Find your black and white protected areas map.
• Find your US grid map transparency
• Place the transparency over the protected areas map and make sure they line up (Slide 12)
• The protected areas are shown in dark gray and black and represent areas that have the highest
category of protection for biodiversity (see appendix 2).
• Using a dry-erase marker, mark each cell that is over protected land.
• Count how many cells you’ve marked.
• There are 738 cells covering the contiguous United States.
• Calculate the percentage of lands currently protected in the United States.
• Teams share out their results (slide 13).
• Discuss the range in answers and reasons for differences - how to count partial cells, hurry,
miscounting, etc. (slide 14)
• Protected lands in the US is estimated to be about 14%
• Clearly there’s a long way to go to get to conserve half of the US.
Instructor note: Consider tabulating results to facilitate discussion.
Mapping Challenge 2 – pick a parcel of land to protect
(estimated time 10 minutes)
Look at your map and the current distribution of protected lands and think about choosing more
land to put under protection.
• Each person on the team choose one cell to add and mark it with a dry erase marker on the team
map.
• Think about why you picked this cell to protect, then share reasoning with teammates (Slide 15).
• Teams share their results with entire class (slide 16)
• Brief wrap-up conversation could cover take-home messages from map challenges 1 & 2, and
anticipation of the next challenge, to put half of US land into conservation.
Instructor note: You might want to create a simple form for students to log their answers and
questions.
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LE S SON SEQ U E NC E /I NSTRUC TIONS
DAY T WO
Summary: Students extend their thinking about biodiversity, land-use, conserving nature, and
the use of data and maps from the previous mapping challenges. Working in teams they will
place half of US land into conservation and defend their decisions. Then they will use online
maps to validate, modify, and further explore their design solutions.
Brief discussion of Challenges 1 and 2
(estimated time 5 minutes)
What did you learn from the last design challenge? Have you been thinking about how you
would put more land into conservation? What kind of information would you like to have?
Slide 17 from Appendix 4 can provide context of discussing the various ways that we use
land.
Show Slide 18 of the agricultural intensity, population density, and forest cover maps. (Slides
19-21 show each map alone)
Note: These US maps are “heat maps” representing data for about 3000 US counties. In a
heat map, color or color intensity is used to represent magnitude. In the case of the forest
cover map, the deeper green areas have more forest cover. In the case of the human impact
maps --urban density and agricultural intensity-- purple represents the highest concentration,
then reds, yellow, and finally white the least. Heat maps are versatile and can be used to display
data ranging from demographics to gene expression intensity. See Appendix 2 for more information on the maps used for this activity.

Mapping Challenge 3 – Place half of US lands into protected status
(estimated time 15 minutes)
• Your team is designing a Half-Earth solution for the contiguous US
• The goal is to maximize biodiversity while maintaining human sustainability
• Look at your maps, and determine which provide information related to biodiversity and
which for human needs and impacts.
• Mark all the grid cells that you want to protect to get to half US protected.
• As a team, discuss your choices, the trade-offs, and how you arrived at consensus.
Instructor note: You might want to create a simple form for students to log their answers and
questions.
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Evaluate another team’s map
(estimated time 10 minutes)
• Trade maps with another team (Slides 22 & 23).
• Observe the overall patterns of the map, how different from your group’s map?
• Are the conserved areas on the map likely to protect and benefit Biodiversity?
• How does the map impact people, in the short and the long run?
• Pick a cell where biodiversity was optimized while meeting human population needs.
• Pick a different cell where you feel the costs outweighed the benefits.
• Share out some of the reasons for the cells you chose.
• Discuss some of the reasons why different team solutions came out so different.
Instructor Note: You could organize this as a gallery walks where the maps are placed on the
wall and can be compared and discussed in a rotating forum.

Digital map exploration

(estimated time 20 minutes)
E.O. Wilson writes in his book Half-Earth: Our Planet’s Fight for Life:
I’ve stressed species as the unit in the hierarchy of biodiversity that can and must be studied most thoroughly
with the practical aim of saving the whole…When we allow one species to die, we erase the web of relationships it maintained in life, with consequences that scientists seldom understand. In displacing wilderness, our
actions are ignorant and permanently destructive. We break many threads, and change the ecosystem in ways
still impossible to predict. – pg. 105/106
One outcome of doing this mapping design challenge is the realization that more data and information is needed to make good conservation decisions. Your students have produced maps
based on very limited information. To support the best conservation decisions, we need to
maximize protection and restoration of biodiversity, and that means a focus on species. Two
websites associated with The Half-Earth Project are useful for learning more about species
distributions, conservation lands and waters, and human impacts (Slide 24).
The Half-Earth Project Map
The Map of Life
It’s useful for students to explore the above websites together in class, but independent
exploration outside of class would be valuable including using the website data and maps for
research projects.
Instructions to Students In your exploration of The Half-Earth Map and MOL consider how your team’s map did for
protecting or helping to recover species. Consider these guiding questions:
• What did my team’s map accomplish in terms of conserving land for biodiversity?
• How well did my team’s map do in terms of the near-term needs of human populations
especially concerning food supply and living space?
• How does the size (resolution) of a mapping grid effect solutions and decision making?
For the hands-on activity, the grid size was 110 x 110 kilometers? Is that small enough,
what would be the effect of finer resolution, say 20km?
• What other sources of data would you like to aid in your conservation decision-making?
• Does it make sense to look at one species at a time, or one parcel of land at a time?
• Who are some of the stakeholders that should be considered in making conservation
decisions?
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The following guided exploration provides some basic instructions for exploring the HalfEarth Map and the Map of Life to engage thinking about the distribution of our planet’s
species and protecting areas toward the goal of saving half of the earth for biodiversity. A
series of guided explorations are available on the Half-Earth Project Educator Ambassador
webpage, www.half-earthproject.org/half-earth-project-educator-ambassadors/, for example
on hummingbirds.

Exploring Biodiversity with the Half-Earth map

Go to www.half-earthproject.org and click on “explore maps” on the left
• Click the green “LAUNCH MAPS” button.
• Explore the highlighted “Priority places for biodiversity” use the buttons to focus on
different groups of organisms. Click on the dots on the map to get more information. If
you click on “ALL MAPS >” to explore E.O. Wilson’s “Best Places in the Biosphere.”
• Click on the “<< BACK” button, then click on the “GO TO EXPLORE DATA.” The
mapping menu will appear on the left.
• Rotate the globe and zoom in on the US
• Expand the Mapping biodiversity tab on the left and select different organism groups to
see where they are on the map. What’s the difference between richness and rarity?
• Zoom in on an area that you chose to conserve. How does species richness and rarity
look in this area? Did you make a good conservation choice?
• Expand the Mapping human activities tab on the left and explore how that might affect
areas you chose for conservation.
• Expand the Mapping conservation areas tab and explore that layer on the map by moving
around the US and zooming in and out.
• Zoom in closely and the view will change to higher resolution “landscape” mode that
matches the 110 square kilometer grid on the transparency. Explore the distribution of
biodiversity, conserved areas, and human impacts in a particular area.
• You can also click on the “FIND PLACES” button on the upper left above the mapping
menu. Enter any location, for example a town, or a park in or near an area you put into
protection. The map zoom you to that area and widget will appear informing you of species to watch in this area.
• What overall patterns do you observe for the US? What species groups are most rich? Is
there a good alignment of biodiversity, conserved areas, and human impacts?
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Go to www.mol.org
• Click on the “Species by Location” box and type in “United States” or drag and zoom to
the US.
• You can click on individual states or select them from the dropdown. On the right will be
a list of expected species by group.
• Click “amphibians” for example to get a list and access to explore the distribution of
individual species.
When you click on an individual species, for example the “tiger salamander” an information
window will pop up, with some general information, a photo, and a range map for the species.
• Click on “view detailed information” at the top of the window, to get data records on
expert drawn maps and inventories, point observations, and species checklists.
• You can also click on the species tab at the top, or from the main page.
• Alternatively, you can type a species name, for example “Bog Turtle,” also known as
Glyptemys muhlenbergii. Some species have various common names, and not all are
recognized by MOL, so if you don’t find a species, try an alternate common name or the
Linnaean genus-species name.
• You will be taken to a “summary map” page with a photo, conservation status, and range
map. Click on the “Detailed Map” tab or the “Projection” tab for additional information.
• Click on the Locations tab at the top. On the right-hand side, click on the Mountain
Ranges link and type in “Appalachian Mountains.” The map on the left will highlight the
mountains ranging through several states in the Eastern US. Alternatively, try “Sierra Nevada,” “Cascade Range,” or “Front Range” for example in the Western US.
• Click on the “Species” tab to get a list of expected species in the region. Click on a group
such as “turtles” or “cacti,” and explore the list of species. You can also download group
species lists.
• Explore the list of species. Are you surprised at how many there are? Are you surprised
by some of the species that can reside in the area you’re exploring
This page allows you to explore the world’s mountain ranges, mol.org/regions/?regiontype=mountains
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APPE N DI X 1 - NG SS PLANNING RUBRIC
This page is a general planning tool that can be used for any reference or activity including this mapping
activity. Following is a list of NGSS correlation for this mapping activity.
Identify the strongest cross-cutting concepts
q Patterns 				
q
q Cause & Effect 			
q
q Scale, proportion, & quantity
q
q Systems & system models

Energy & matter 		
Structure & functions 		
Stability & change

Notes:
Identify the most relevant science and engineering practices
q Asking questions & Identifying problems
q Using mathematics & computational thinking
q Developing & using models 		
q Constructing explanations & designing solutions
q Planning & carrying out investigations
q Engaging in argument from evidence
q Analyzing & interpreting data		
q Obtaining, evaluating, & communicating evidence
Notes:
Disciplinary Core Ideas in the 4 NGSS domains – table of top-level themes
ETS: Engineering, Technology, and Application of Science
ETS1: Engineering Design
LS: Life Science
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits
LS4: Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
ESS: Earth and Space Science
ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe
ESS2: Earth’s Systems
ESS3: Earth and Human Activity
PS: Physical Science
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions
PS3: Energy
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer
Phenomena that will drive student research, investigations, and model building
Notes:
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NG S S CON N ECTIONS FOR M AP DESIGN CHALLENGE
High School:
Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
•
•
•
•
•
•

HS-LS2-1: Use Mathematical or computational representations to support explanations
of factors that affect carrying capacity of ecosystems at different scales.
HS-LS2-2: Use Mathematical representations to support and revise explanations based on
evidence about factors affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems at different
scales.
HS-LS2-6: Evaluate claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of organisms in stable conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem.
HS-LS2-7: Design, evaluate, and refine solutions for reducing the impacts of human
activities on the environment and biodiversity.
HS-LS4-5: Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in environmental conditions may result in: 1) increases in the number of individuals of some species, 2) the
emergence of new species over time, and 3) the extinction of other species.
HS-LS4-6: Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse of impacts
of human activity on biodiversity.

Human Sustainability
•
•

HS-ESS3-3: Create a computational simulation to illustrate the relationships among the
management of natural resources, the sustainability of human populations, and biodiversity.
HS-ESS3-6: Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces impacts of human
activities on natural systems.

Earth’s Systems
•

HS-ESS2-7: Construct an argument based on evidence about the simultaneous co-evolution of Earth’s systems and life on earth.

Middle School:
Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
•
•
•
•

MS-LS2-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource
availability on organism and population of organisms in and ecosystem
MS-LS2-2: Construct an explanation that predicts patterns of interactions among organisms across multiple ecosystems.
MS-LS2-4: construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical or biological components of an ecosystem affect populations.
MS-LS2-5: Evaluate competing design solutions for maintaining biodiversity and ecosystems services.

Human Impacts
•
•
•

MS-ESS3-2: Analyze and interpret data on natural hazards to forecast future catastrophic
events and inform development of technologies to mitigate their effects.
MS-ESS3-3: Apply scientific principles to design a method for monitoring and minimizing
a human impact on the environment.
MS-ESS3-4: Construct and augment supported by evidence for how increases in human
population and per-capita consumption of natural resources impact Earth’s systems.
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APPE N DI X 2 : M APPING ACTIVITY OPTIONS,
E X TE N S ION S , AND REF ERENCES
Independent Student work and modeling – up to several days
Your students have engaged with important concepts in this lesson, including: biodiversity
distribution, species richness and rarity, human impacts, protected areas, conservation strategies, and mapping. The hands-on component has engaged them in authentic group work,
challenged them to understand data, and design conservation solutions.
This is a good set-up for further investigation of the online mapping tools:
• The Half-Earth Map
• The Map of Life

Extension Ideas:
Have students refine and annotate the maps they created in class in a short report.
They could:
• Document whether they actually got to half US
• Identify grid cells where they took significant land out of agricultural production
• Identify where their solution requires people to move where they live or work.
• Use the Half-Earth Map and Map of Life to choose some species or groups (taxa) to
focus on to see how well their maps supported saving habitat for those species.
Students could use the maps they produced to make a poster that:
• Features the map as a central figure
• States the purpose of their design
• Highlights key features of their map design
• Discusses the pros and cons of aspects of their solution
Have students research and produce maps of your area, state, or region. Both the Half-Earth
Map and the Map of Life can be used as resources to draw these higher resolution maps.
Many states produce their own maps that feature species distributions, human impacts, and
protected areas, see References below for some examples.
Have students select 2 different places on the globe to compare in terms of biodiversity,
human impacts, and protected areas. Perhaps they could choose a place near home and a place
on another continent. Questions to consider for their analysis include:
• Do the two areas have some common and some different species?
• How does species richness compare between the areas?
• What are some of the rare species in each area? How about threatened or endangered?
• How do the areas compare in terms of human impacts and protected areas?
• Would you want to make a case for protecting the biodiversity in one are but not the
other?
• Which area might be easier to bolster biodiversity protection and why?
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Optional versions of the Activity
The mapping activity is designed to be flexible and open-ended, thus easily adaptable to instructor or student modification. Following are some ideas for modifying the activity.
Stakeholder version: In teams of 3 students start out with the team working together to
estimate how much land is already in protection. Then each student is responsible for one of
the three maps of Population Density, Agricultural Intensity, and Forest Cover. Each student
could be given an assigned role such as Urban Planner for the population map, Farm Economist for the agricultural map, and Chief of the US Forest Service for the forest map. During
the design process each student is responsible for how their map is used in negotiating what
grid cells to place into protection. Other variations of a stakeholder version could be designed
with roles such as farmer, hunter, governor, land trust member, or bird-watcher, for example.
Connectivity version: The design challenge of putting half of US land into full protection
for biodiversity could be modified to emphasize connecting and improving already protected
lands. Once students have estimated the total amount of protected lands, challenge them to
connect as many of these lands as possible using the forest, population, and agriculture maps
as guides. It would probably be helpful to introduce the Half-Earth Map and Map of Life before starting the map challenge or right after they estimate US protection, so that students can
use the online information to guide their connectivity designs. Part of their corridor solutions
could also be recommendations on invasive species to eliminate and native species to re-introduce, backed up by evidence from the Half-Earth Map, Map of Life, and other resources (see
Reference list below).
More maps version: There are many additional maps readily available that could be used in
the map design challenge. Candidate maps include ecoregions, biomes, climate or rainfall, and
range maps for focal species. The maps provided in the map files (appendix 3) we used a common projection. For additional maps that you are your students might add, you just need to be
sure that the same projection is used and that the maps are then printed to the same scale (see
References for some examples).

RE FE RENCES AND RELATED ONLINE RESOURCES
Data for the Half-Earth Map has several main sources:
Biodiversity distribution data
• Half-Earth Project’s data team, the Map of Life group, curates expert range maps, and
direct observation of species (incidence records). www.mol.org/datasets/.
• The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) is the principal international collector and curator of data on species locations www.gbif.org.
Protected Areas - The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (UICN)
• IUCN defined categories of protected areas, https://www.iucn.org/theme/protected-areas/about/protected-area-categories.
• World Protected Areas Database, www.iucn.org/theme/protected-areas/our-work/
world-database-protected-areas.
• IUCN Green List (www.iucn.org/theme/protected-areas/our-work/iucn-green-list-protected-and-conserved-areas) of protected areas.
• IUCN Red List (www.iucnredlist.org) of threatened species.
• US Geological Survey PAD-US, www.usgs.gov/core-science-systems/science-analytics-and-synthesis/gap/science/protected-areas, the database of US protected areas, data
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•
•
•
•

provided to World Protected Areas Database.
New York Protected Areas Database NYPAD, nypad.org/, example of state data.
Vermont Biofinder, anr.vermont.gov/maps/biofinder, example of state data.
California BIOS, apps.wildlife.ca.gov/bios, example of state data.
Wisconsin, DNR maps, dnr.wi.gov/topic/landscapes/maps.html#coaMaps.

Human Impact – European Space Agency, large scale satellite monitoring of earth systems
•
•
•

Urbanization,www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Benefiting_Our_Economy/Urban_monitoring
Forest cover, www.esa.int/esearch?q=forest+cover
Agriculture, www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Agriculture

Hands-on map sources:
US Forest cover map is from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Forest Service
• The map shows the percentage of forest cover in each US county where data was available. The deepest green represents counties more than 75% forested, then 51-75%, 2550%, under 25%, and no data.
• The data is from the Forest Inventory and Analysis Program, www.fia.fs.fed.us/tools-data/maps/2007/descr/yfor_land.php.
• The map was created in 2007, www.fia.fs.fed.us/tools-data/maps/2007/national-100/
yfor_land_national_rpa_2007_100.pdf.
Agricultural Intensity maps are also sourced from the USDA
• Value of crops per farm is the map provided in the maps file, and the scale is $750,000 of
crop value per farm down to under $10,000 per farm. www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/
AgCensus/2012/Online_Resources/Ag_Atlas_Maps/Economics/Market_Value_of_Agricultural_Products_Sold/12-M013.php
• Plotting data by the value of crops per acre changes the heat map and could be used as
an alternate map, or extension map for the activity, https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2012/Online_Resources/Ag_Atlas_Maps/Economics/Market_Value_of_Agricultural_Products_Sold/12-M016.php
• Cattle grazing is another big use of land in the US, www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/
AgCensus/2007/Online_Highlights/Ag_Atlas_Maps/Economics/Market_Value_of_Agricultural_Products_Sold/07-M029.php
Population Density by County – From the US Census Bureau
• The map shows the population density of US counties. The scale is from over 1000 people per square mile, 500-1000, 100-500, 10-100, less than 10. This map was chosen for the
activity because it emphasizes population concentration in urban areas.
• The map data are from the 2000 US Census, Texas Tech version of the map with scale,
external-preview.redd.it/Ix5CzDJHkNle5HEdb26EGgT_bJa9-c3Cbfa5WgK5ZJk.jpg?auto=webp&s=540a929c31b93f9091cc4ab0cf9a15e2e9a0aacd
• This 2010 data map shows, how changing the scale of the heatmap changes the way the
color intensity distribution and impression, www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2010/
geo/ua2010_urban_pop_map.html
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APPE N DI X 3 : M AP F ILES FOR PRINTING
Half-Earth Project Maps for Design Activity

APPE N DI X 4 : SU PP ORTING INSTRUCTIONAL SLIDES
Map Design Challenge Support Slides (PowerPoint)
Map Design Challenge Support Slides (PDF)
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